Appendix I: Location Examples

Example 1 – Newer Subdivision

- Acceptable use of coloured pavement surface treatment/markings at threshold treatment at intersection of District Access Road and Neighbourhood Access Road;
- Unacceptable use of coloured pavement surface treatment/markings at:
  - Threshold treatments at intersection of:
    - Neighbourhood Access Road and Local Access Rd;
    - Local Access Road and Local Access Road; and
  - Coloured cul-de-sac bowls on local access streets.

Legend:

- ✔ Acceptable use of coloured pavement surface treatment/markings
- ☓ Unacceptable use (location and materials) of coloured pavement surface treatment/markings
- ❓ Treatment justified, not installed
Example 2 – Newer Subdivision

- Acceptable use of coloured pavement surface treatment/marking through LATM device on Local Access Road;
- Unacceptable use of coloured pavement surface treatment/marking at:
  - Threshold treatments at intersection of Local Access Road and Local Access Road; and
- Lack of coloured pavement surface treatment/marking at:
  - Intersection of District Access Road and Local Access Street;
  - through LATM device on Local Access Road.

Legend:

✔️ Acceptable use of coloured pavement surface treatment/marking
🚫 Unacceptable use (location) of coloured pavement surface treatment/marking
❓ Treatment justified, not installed
Example 3 – New Subdivision

- Acceptable location use of coloured pavement surface treatment/marking:
  - At entry thresholds into area from District Access Road to Local Access Streets;
  - Treatment through LATM devices to aid delineation;

- Unacceptable location and colour/pattern use of coloured pavement surface treatment/marking at:
  - Decorative treatments mid-block;

- Incorrect colours and pattern used for all coloured pavement surface treatment/marking at location.

Legend:

✔️* Approved location for use of coloured pavement surface treatment/marking, incorrect colours/patterns installed

❓* Acceptable location for use of coloured pavement surface treatment/marking (though not generally approved), incorrect colours/patterns installed

🚫 Unacceptable use (location and colours/patterns) of coloured pavement surface treatment/marking
Example 4 – Older developed area with retro-fitted traffic calming devices.

- Acceptable use of coloured pavement surface treatment/marking at:
  - Treatment on all entry thresholds into area from District Access Road to Local Access Streets;
  - Treatment across humps/speed platforms;
  - Treatment through LATM devices to aid delineation;
  - No treatment on intersections within defined area.

- Unacceptable use of coloured pavement surface treatment/marking at:
  - Treatment through LATM device on District Access Road.

Legend:

✅ Acceptable use of coloured pavement surface treatment/marking

🚫 Unacceptable use (location) of coloured pavement surface treatment/marketing
Example 5 – Older developed area with retro-fitted traffic calming devices.

- Acceptable use of coloured pavement surface treatment/marking
  - Treatment on all entry thresholds into area from District Access Road to Local Access Streets;
  - Treatment across humps/speed platforms;
  - Treatment through LATM devices to aid delineation;
  - No treatment on intersections within defined area.

Legend:

- ✔️ Acceptable use of coloured pavement surface treatment/marking
- ☓ Unacceptable use (location) of coloured pavement surface treatment/marking